
 
 

 
 

Clean development financing: 
Creating an investment 
pipeline for decarbonisation 
As the priority of climate change rises and rises for investors, an 

increasing volume of capital is being marshalled to support 

climate change mitigation. Hundreds of billions of dollars of capital 

have been pledged by public institutions and there is growing 

private sector support to align trillions in private wealth to science-

based climate targets in various ways. 

Large, relatively low-risk investment vehicles capable of 

supporting decarbonisation are generally the focus of these 

investment efforts. There are plenty of potentially profitable early-

stage and high-risk opportunities, but most institutional investors 

have difficulty investing in such asset classes. Unfortunately, the 

supply of suitably large low-carbon investments does not meet 

demand.   

To build sufficient decarbonisation investment opportunities, it is 

necessary to support early-stage low-carbon innovations. Without 

support for research, development, deployment and 

demonstration at scale, the late-stage opportunities 

decarbonisation focused investors are looking for won’t emerge. 

Cleantech startups are a subset of this pipeline and tell us a lot 

about the present issues with early-stage financing. Most early-

stage investment and support organisations were built for software 

startups, and cleantech startups have fundamentally different 

qualities in three key areas: 

• Capital intensity due to the need to develop and deploy 

physical products and increased initial overheads. 

• Geographic constraints due to the tyranny of distance for 

large, physical products and varying local laws and regulations. 

• Revenue delay as value streams develop, and due to customers 

and distribution partners with long decision-making timelines. 

We propose a three-part framework which we think might 

address some initial issues in these early stages.  

• Push: Provide startups close to taking off with non-equity 

financing without match-funding requirements and in-kind 

R&D assistance to overcome initial obstacles. 
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• Pull: Leverage existing investment infrastructure by implementing profitable cleantech-specific 

strategies, such as leading earlier-stage investments in overlooked startups. 

• Match: Help capital flow to cleantech startups through aggregation, leveraging emerging financing 

models, and funds that seek different returns profiles.  

Although we discuss cleantech startups in-depth here, we think these issues challenge the early-stage 

clean development investment universe broadly. Startups in this area are not alone in facing these 

challenges and we’re not arguing they inherently deserve special treatment. However, if global finance is 

to play its full role in decarbonising the economy, the early stages of the investment pipeline are likely to 

need increased support. 
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The global flow of capital looking for 
decarbonisation investments 

The emergence of climate capital 

Around the world, increasingly large flows of financial capital are being allocated to and invested in 

businesses and projects that are likely to help decarbonise the economy. To a large extent, this trend is 

being driven by a belief that there are profits to be made in such ventures as the economy undergoes one 

of the largest transitions since the industrial revolution. However, this movement is also being driven by 

institutions hoping to slow down or avert climate change. While many of these are public and non-profit 

institutions, an increasing number of them are what we would conventionally think of as commercial 

institutions. In many cases, these institutions are working from a thesis that the best way to achieve their 

own ends (whether this is funding pensions, peaceably mining, or continuing to sell insurance to their 

present consumers among many others) is to slow down global warming. 

Public sector institutions have earmarked or pledged hundreds of billions of dollars to decarbonisation 

investments. The European Union (EU) has pledged to make at least 20% of its budget climate-relevant 

and is aiming to fund at least €200 billion of climate action projects by 2020.1 The World Bank provided 

US$20.5 billion in climate finance in 2018 and has a goal to provide US$200 billion for 2021-2025.2 Closer 

to home, Australia’s Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC) was established in 2012 with a mandate to 

invest A$10 billion into the clean energy sector.3  

There is also an increasing interest in decarbonisation from private sector institutions due to shareholder 

demands. For some time, pressure has been building from retail investors who want their investments to 

consider climate, environmental and social considerations.4 This is reflected in the wider explosion of 

apparently responsibly managed capital, including capital managed under what is sometimes called core 

sustainability principles.5 

More fundamentally, there is a growing belief that a world with less warming is also a more profitable 

one. In June 2019, 477 investors representing over US$34 trillion in assets sent an open letter to 

Governments around the world urging them to keep global temperature rises below 1.5 degrees Celsius. 

The letter claims that our current course of action would “would lead to an unacceptably high 

temperature increase that would cause substantial negative economic impacts”.6  

Some asset owners both in Australia and globally are particularly forward-thinking in this area, taking a 

longer and more holistic view to managing returns. Such a view has led them to the conclusion that to 

maximise returns they need to help mitigate climate change as their portfolio of investments will simply 

make more money in a world with less warming. A number of funds have developed climate position 

 
1 European Commission 2018 Action Plan: Financing Sustainable Growth 
2 World Bank 2019 Climate Finance 
3 Australian Government Department of Finance 2019 Clean Energy Finance Corporation 
4 European Commission 2018 Action Plan: Financing Sustainable Growth 
5 Global Sustainable Investment Alliance 2018 Global Sustainable Investment Review 
6 The Investor Agenda 2019 Global Investor Statement to Governments on Climate Change 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52018DC0097
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/climatefinance
https://www.finance.gov.au/australian-government-investment-funds/clean-energy-finance-corporation/
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52018DC0097
https://www.croataninstitute.org/documents/GSIR_Review2018.pdf
https://theinvestoragenda.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/FINAL-at-June-24-Global-Investor-Statement-to-Governments-on-Climate-Change-26.06.19-1.pdf
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statements, and broad commitments to support 

decarbonisation across their investment activities. As a 

notable example, in 2017, the NZ Super Fund shifted 40% of its 

NZ$14 billion passive equity portfolio to low-carbon 

companies.7  

Planning processes have been developed in a number of 

regions to further increase private capital flows into 

decarbonisation. Existing national pledges under the Paris 

Agreement are estimated to be sufficient only to limit global 

warming to 2.7-3.2 degrees (compared to the 1.5-2-degree 

goal of the agreement). Nonetheless, US$900 billion needs to 

be invested in renewable energy each year in order to meet 

the commitments, triple current levels. To keep temperatures 

below the 2-degree target, more than US$1.1 trillion will need 

to be invested in renewables annually,8 let alone the amount 

required to decarbonise other sectors. 

The public sector is unlikely to make this investment alone, leading many to place more hope in the 

private sector.9 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) cites the global stock of financial 

capital to be US$386 trillion,10 more than enough to finance the transition to a low-carbon economy.  

As such, various countries around the world (including Australia) are developing sustainable finance 

roadmaps designed to leverage private capital to fund the transition. The overall intention of many of 

these processes is to ensure that whether through the lens of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

or decarbonisation, climate mitigation is appropriately financed. 

Much of the investment action on climate change is focussed on reducing the exposure and 

contribution of existing investments across asset classes. For example, significant investment activity is 

presently allocated to encouraging assets and firms in industries from property through to healthcare to 

improve the sustainability of their operations. However, a significant portion focuses on investment in 

new opportunities and decarbonisation-supportive investments. This is evidenced both by the regional 

capital commitments above and by commentary across the industry.  

The rapid growth of interest in decarbonisation has led many in the industry to conclude that demand 

may now outstrip supply. At present, a survey of the industry will find that although a growing body of 

capital is available for this more specific type of investment, there is a perception that sufficient suitable 

investments are not. 

 
7 NZ Super Fund 2017 NZ Super Fund shifts passive equities to low-carbon 
8 IGCC 2018 Scaling up: Investing for low carbon solutions 
9 EU High-Level Expert Working Group on Sustainable Finance 2018 Financing a Sustainable European Economy; Financial Times 2019 A 
bigger role for green bonds 
10 WRI 2018 Aligning Finance Is the Forgotten Goal of the Paris Agreement, But It Is Vital to Successful Climate Action 

“As one of Australia’s largest 

industry superannuation funds, 

and a major institutional 

investor, we believe we have an 

important role to play in 

bringing about positive action on 

climate change to protect the 

retirement savings of our 

members” 

– Deanne Stewart, CEO,  

First State Super 

https://nzsuperfund.nz/news-media/nz-super-fund-shifts-passive-equities-low-carbon
https://igcc.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/IGCC_Report-low-carbon-solutions_Aug2018.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/180131-sustainable-finance-final-report_en.pdf
https://www.ft.com/content/acb2c94c-86cd-11e9-a028-86cea8523dc2
https://www.ft.com/content/acb2c94c-86cd-11e9-a028-86cea8523dc2
https://www.wri.org/blog/2018/12/aligning-finance-forgotten-goal-paris-agreement-it-vital-successful-climate-action
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Figure 1: A growing pool of climate capital 

 

The ideal form of a decarbonisation investment, according to the 

financial sector 

Investing in decarbonisation is not necessarily straight forward, for several reasons. To date, a number 

of sustainable finance exercises have focused on ensuring that sufficient capital is present and that this 

capital can be appropriately identified and categorised. However, tagging investment to the task innately 

assumes the existence of a suitable volume of decarbonisation investments, which may not always be the 

case. Private sector investors tend to have requirements around the size and nature of returns, and as we 

shall see the existence of decarbonisation investments which are suitable on these fronts is not 

guaranteed. 

Where funds are being mobilised by institutional or sovereign investors, they often need to flow to 

investments above a certain scale. For example, the Green Climate Fund (GCF) consider projects up to 

US$10 million to be ‘Micro’ sized, as illustrated by Figure 2. Given that they face the task of deploying 

billions of dollars, it tends to be inefficient for institutional scale fund managers to make novel 

investments in increments of anything smaller than millions of dollars. This is because the due diligence of 

investments typically doesn’t scale with investment size; the time needed to assess a $100 million 

investment is not a thousand times greater than that needed to assess a $100 thousand investment. Put 

another way, a fund manager would need to spend orders of magnitude more time to deploy $100 million 

in $100 thousand investments, compared to simply investing that amount in one larger investment. As 

the institutions providing the capital would prefer their money to be spent on investments than 

management time, there is a strong bias towards larger investments. 
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Although aggregators partially solve this 

problem they, too, often have scale 

constraints. Investing in other funds is one, 

albeit limited, way to overcome this 

problem. For example, institutional fund 

managers will typically allocate a small 

proportion of their assets to venture capital 

(VC) funds, who will then invest smaller 

increments in startups. However, most VC 

funds prefer to invest in increments of $1 

million or more and are rarely focussed on 

low carbon investments. 

In addition to scale, institutional investors are often bound to invest in vehicles with relatively stable 

returns and relatively low risk. Institutional investors are not one monolithic class of entity and invest in 

many different ways. Furthermore, many investors will construct a ‘balanced’ portfolio that includes a 

range of investments with a variety of risk-return profiles and liquidity levels, from stable, long-run 

returns (yield investments) through to higher risk, high return investments (more speculative investments 

such as in private equity). However, a relatively small proportion will be invested in ‘alternative’ assets 

that include high-risk high return investments like the venture capital funds mentioned above. 

Unsurprisingly, the vast majority of capital held by most institutional investors will be invested in vehicles 

which are far less risky and lower growth than very early-stage ventures. 

As a result, most decarbonisation funds are currently being allocated to large-scale projects deploying 

proven technology. These projects are commonly large-scale wind and solar projects along with other 

low-carbon technologies. Most of the A$6.6 billion the CEFC had committed by the end of FY18 was in 

large scale renewable energy projects, in line with their mandate.11 About 15% of GCF resources have 

been directed to climate technology, but most of those funds are for transferring technology proven in 

developed countries to developing countries, rather than developing and proving new technology.12 Less 

than 0.5% of the investment into renewable energy is in the form of VC funding with the majority being 

made up of asset financing of proven technologies.13 All these large-scale investments in proven 

technology are vital but, as we will see, might not be sufficient in the long-run.  

 
11 CEFC 2018 Annual Report 
12 GCF 2018 GCF in Brief: Support for Technology; GCF 2018 GCF in Brief: About the Fund 
13 BNEF & Frankfurt School-UNEP Centre 2018 Global Trends in Renewable Energy Investment 

Figure 2: The Green Climate Fund consider projects up to 
US$10 million to be ‘Micro’ sized 

 
Source: GCF 2019 Infographics 

 

https://annualreport2018.cefc.com.au/
https://www.greenclimate.fund/publications/gcf-in-brief-support-for-technology
https://www.greenclimate.fund/publications/gcf-in-brief-about-the-fund?inheritRedirect=true&redirect=%2Fwhat-we-do%2Fnewsroom%2Fpublications
https://www.iberglobal.com/files/2018/renewable_trends.pdf
https://www.greenclimate.fund/how-we-work/tools/infographics
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Figure 3: Australian superannuation funds mostly invest in listed equity and fixed income assets 

 

A worsening shortage of suitable investments 

Unfortunately, it presently appears that there is a lack of decarbonisation aligned or focused 

investment vehicles that are both large enough and have appropriate risk-return profiles. The 2018 

IGCC survey found that lack of investment opportunities with appropriate risk-return profiles to be the 

number one barrier to further green investment, as illustrated by Figure 4. One example of the 

undersupply is evident in the present demand for green bonds. In early 2019, Woolworths issued a green 

bond to fund the installation of rooftop solar and energy-efficiency upgrades across its stores. Orders 

exceeded A$2 billion, more than five times the A$400 million sought.14 Industry commentary following 

the initial stages of the EU Sustainable Finance Action plan has also noted a lack of suitable investment 

pipeline for interested investors. 

The growing interest in decarbonisation investments is only going to exacerbate this shortage. As stated 

previously, there is a global effort to direct an increasing amount of capital into investments that will help 

decarbonise the global economy. While the market for investments is likely to respond, attempting to 

match supply and demand, it’s unlikely it will be able to provide sufficient opportunities for investment, 

for reasons we will discuss shortly. The European Commission has found that while there are green 

projects to invest in, they are often too small for large institutional investors,15 and likely also too risky. 

Without further support, not enough of these small projects will reach the point where they can become 

suitably secure and sizable to take advantage of the appetite for larger investment opportunities. 

 
14 RenewEconomy 2019 Woolworths green bond flooded with orders as retailer looks to solar, efficiency; AFR 2019 Woolworths' green 
bonds trade strongly in after-market 
15 European Commission 2017 Financing Sustainability: Triggering Investments for the Clean Economy 

https://reneweconomy.com.au/woolworths-green-bond-flooded-with-orders-as-retailer-looks-to-solar-efficiency-65509/
https://www.afr.com/business/banking-and-finance/woolworths-green-bonds-trade-strongly-in-after-market-20190415-p51eda
https://www.afr.com/business/banking-and-finance/woolworths-green-bonds-trade-strongly-in-after-market-20190415-p51eda
https://ec.europa.eu/epsc/publications/strategic-notes/financing-sustainability_en
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Figure 4: Perceived barriers to green investment16 

 

Eventually, low-carbon finance may also run into technical barriers for further investment. A large 

amount of investment is currently going into renewable energy projects, which as well as playing a key 

role in decarbonisation also generate attractive financial returns. However, those returns are only 

possible due to the millions of dollars spent on R&D and early-stage commercialisation to date. Had solar, 

wind and other commercial low-carbon technologies not had significant early development funding it 

would not now be possible for such large sums of capital to profitably flow into large scale projects. 

Although a lack of early-stage or small-scale funding is no longer likely to be a problem for solar and wind, 

it may become a problem for decarbonisation more broadly. This is because technologies beyond existing 

proven technologies will be needed to decarbonise the economy; many of them presently new 

technologies that aren’t yet developed enough for large scale finance. Technologies such as energy 

storage and demand-side management solutions (to counteract the intermittency of renewables), new 

technology to electrify and decarbonise other sectors, and technology that can draw carbon down from 

the atmosphere will also be needed. 

 
16 IGCC 2018 Scaling up: Investing for low carbon solutions 

https://igcc.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/IGCC_Report-low-carbon-solutions_Aug2018.pdf
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Dear Liza, there’s a hole in my pipeline 

All investment opportunities start at the start of the pipeline 

The progression of technology investments from invention to large-scale deployment can be conceived 

of as a pipeline, which can be categorised into several key stages. The first stage is research and 

development (R&D) when new technology is developed and refined by public research institutions and 

universities, corporations with large budgets and the occasional talented independent inventor. Early-

stage demonstration and deployment follow R&D, where startups, spin-offs and large businesses develop 

new products and services that leverage the inherent benefits of the new technology to provide value for 

customers. These businesses and business units then need to grow, prove the technology can work at 

scale, capture the economic advantages of that scale, and refine their processes and offering to reach a 

mass market. At each stage of the pipeline, different sources of capital make progressing to the next stage 

possible. 

Figure 5: The investment pipeline stages and examples of cleantech startups that have made it to the end 

 

Figure 5 illustrates these stages and provides a couple of examples of how two low carbon technologies 

have progressed through them. In both cases – electric vehicles commercialised by Tesla and solar PV 

deployed by Sunrun – the underlying technology was developed over a long period of time. The electric 

car and solar cells were invented in the 1800s and refined over two centuries with Government and 

corporate R&D expenditure. Startups like Tesla and Sunrun then took these technologies, packaged them 

up in a way that was attractive to consumers, and designed business models that would allow them to 

profitably sell the technology. Initial funding came from a variety of sources, such as friends and family, 

Government grants and venture capitalists. It wasn’t until the scaleup stage and really the roll-out stage 
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that institutional investors were able to get involved through very large equity funding rounds, debt-

capital, or – once the companies listed – through the share market.  

If decarbonisation is to be successful, the pipeline of technologies and ventures that can eventually 

become attractive investments at a large scale needs to be improved. What becomes evident in the 

outline of the pipeline in Figure 5 is that just as fully commercial technology like solar was once grossly 

uncommercial, all large, stable businesses were once just an idea. For these technologies and businesses 

to develop from just ideas through the development and startups stage and finally to scale, support needs 

to be provided along the entire journey. The strength of that investment pipeline is only as strong as its 

weakest part. As such, to produce a steady stream of investments each stage of the pipeline needs 

sufficient support. 

New decarbonisation solutions and projects come from a number of sources, including through 

technology commercialisation within large firms, and in startups. A startup is simply a new business that 

has the potential to become a large one in a relatively short period of time. Startups typically leverage 

new technologies, and often disrupt industries by taking risks and developing solutions that more 

established players can’t or won’t. They also play a key role in technology commercialisation – taking 

prospective technologies and testing business models around them. Startups don’t only take technology 

and make money from it; they often refine, mash together and develop new technology along the way. As 

they scale, they also scale their technology and provide the commercial infrastructure for its widespread 

use. As such, startups can span a large portion of the investment pipeline (from prospective seed 

investments to listed unicorns) and have the potential to accelerate the movement of new technology 

from the R&D stages through to scale. Given our expertise, in this note, we will focus on startups as a key 

source of new energy solutions and also commercialisation models. 

The early stage of the pipeline is a strange and risky land 

For startups, early-stage support and investment are critical. The ‘valley of death’ is commonly 

understood as roughly the period between when a startup starts operating and when it starts generating 

significant revenue. Notably, this is not necessarily the earliest technology establishment phase, but often 

the second Demonstration & Deployment stage. The valley can be represented visually as cash flow over 

time, with a period of negative cash flow between initial startup capital being injected and the point when 

revenues are first generated, and investors start piling in.  

While the valley of death faces all startups, it is deeper and longer for many cleantech startups. This is 

due to upfront development costs often being higher, and it frequently taking longer to move from idea 

to scale. A higher proportion of cleantech startups therefore meet their demise in this valley than typical 

software startups. As such the organisations and investors that support startups through the valley of 

death are particularly important for the pipeline of low-carbon investments.  

As a side-note, throughout this paper, we will use cleantech startups as shorthand for startups that could 

help decarbonise the economy. Cleantech actually refers to any technology with environmental benefits, 

of which low-carbon tech is a subset. Much of this paper is relevant for all cleantech startups but its focus 

is on those that can help mitigate climate change, particularly clean energy startups, which EnergyLab was 

founded to support.  
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Early-stage startup investment is provided by a range of entities. Typically, an entrepreneur will start by 

using their own funds and that of their family and friends (although this source of early capital investment 

is obviously not available in every wealth bracket). Acceleration programs are often the next source of 

capital, providing both pre-seed funding and commercialisation support. Angel investors, investing both 

individually and in groups, are the next the source of capital many startups target before reaching out to 

venture capital funds. Government grants also play a major role, but typically require private match 

funding. As such they are generally only accessible where funds are raised from other sources. Finally, 

crowdfunding is growing as an alternative source of capital for early-stage ventures. 

Figure 6: Common funding stages for an early-stage startup 

 

Entities exist to support this early stage, but most weren’t built  

for cleantech 

Existing institutional financing vehicles for early-stage ventures do exist but were primarily established 

to assist software startups. The promise of wealth, impact and disruption, alongside autonomy and the 

thrill of business-building, has inspired hordes of entrepreneurs to try their hand at starting a company. 

Among fast-growth companies in recent history, software-based startups stand out as perhaps the most 

prominent and remarkable. Entrepreneurs in software-based businesses have been able to start and scale 

massive entities (indeed, some the world’s largest companies) extremely quickly, and using very modest 

means. To a large extent, this has been made possible by the low cost of software entrepreneurship; as 

long as you have the skills, you can build a basic app for less than $100.  

The success and prominence of these business types have resulted in a whole industry emerging to 

support these entrepreneurs, from coworking spaces to incubation and acceleration programs to early-

stage investors. It has also resulted in existing support systems modifying to match the software pathway. 

Indeed, the modern model of venture capital has software-based companies in its DNA. These support 
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entities don’t necessarily exclude other types of startups. However, a closer look at their structures 

reveals that the approaches used have been tailored for the specific attributes of startups building 

software products or relatively cheap hardware with a large software component.  

The software startups these institutions were originally built to serve have certain characteristics, 

which shape the general approach to investment:  

• As previously mentioned, software startups are very cheap to set up compared to other types 

of businesses. Even if there is a small hardware component, such as for a smart thermostat, 

those components are usually also cheap enough for most people to be able to put together a 

prototype, as long as they have the technical ability. Such cheap prototypes are typically 

sufficient to obtain a first customer, or at least users. As such, most acceleration programs and 

early-stage investors expect gaining initial customers to be easy and typically insist startups 

progress that far before investing. Venture capitalists will then step in to help a company scale, 

with initial investments typically starting in hundreds of thousands to millions, then tens of 

millions, upwards. These investment increments are usually enough to make a step-change in a 

software startup’s prospects.  

• Software startups are also generally able to move very quickly. As their product is often 

delivered online or at least updated over the internet they can take on board customer feedback, 

change the product, and ‘ship’ out a new version in as little as a day. This rapid iteration cycle 

enables rapid market entry, and rapid growth. This growth rate has led to structures such as 

three-month acceleration programs, and funds that target an exit (trade sale or IPO) within 3-5 

years of a major funding round. All this makes sense for software startups and startups that face 

similar dynamics, but the support model starts to break down when different shaped businesses 

come into play, as we’ll illustrate in the next section. 

It is worth noting that there are many investors and startups support organisations that have learned to 

thrive in different industries. Biotech is a good example of a field very different to software that a rich 

ecosystem of investors and programs has evolved to support. A number of actors, such as EnergyLab, 

have similarly developed tailored support for cleantech startups. However, in our view, such efforts are 

the exception rather than the norm in Australia, where the startup investment landscape still heavily 

biased by assumptions based on software startup dynamics.  
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The challenge with cleantech startups 

The different nature of cleantech startups results in suboptimal outcomes when it clashes with the 

expectations of investors accustomed to software startups. Below we’ll delve into these differences 

between cleantech startups before illustrating how these differences create problems when cleantech 

startups try to raise capital from traditional investors. In the normal course of technology innovation, this 

perhaps wouldn’t merit such close attention; the barriers would just ensure only the fittest survive, some 

might argue. However, cleantech isn’t normal, because we are to a significant extent relying on it to help 

solve the climate crisis. As a result, if the fittest in the market only include non-cleantech startups, we are 

likely to have a very hard time meeting our climate goals. As such, it’s worth examining the barriers more 

closely.   

Figure 7: A summary of the logic for this section 

 

(1) Not all tech is the same 

Our current reliance on VC-style funding for energy and decarbonisation innovation is a problem 

because cleantech startups are fundamentally different to software startups. Software startups could be 

defined as a startup with an offering that primarily derives its value from software, and consequently 

requires relatively little capital to deliver. Comparing software and cleantech startups is a bit of a false 

dichotomy because many startups are both – about 15% according to one estimate.17 However, many 

cleantech startups have products or services which derive the majority of their value from hardware 

innovations. Differences such as these cascade into a range of significant flow-on implications, as follows: 

 
17 The New York Times 2019 Start-Ups Hoping to Fight Climate Change Struggle as Other Tech Firms Cash In 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/07/business/carbon-removal-technology-start-ups.html
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• Due to their physical nature, many cleantech startups are more encumbered by regional laws and 

regulations, including utility regulation. There is a limited amount of harm that one can inflict by 

deploying an app to the App Store. As such, in most cases, one need not jump through any regulatory 

hoops to do so. However, when dealing with a new electrical appliance, a new form of transport, or a 

new method for generating electricity, there is a real chance of accidental harm to someone or much 

worse. As such there can – quite reasonably – be a lot of red tape for a cleantech startup to wade 

through before demonstrating a new product or service. 

 

• Similarly, cleantech startups are often faced with an increased burden of insurance. Due to 

potential damage to life and property, insurance is often needed to test a physical product or service 

in the real world. The insurance industry is not particularly interested in developing novel products 

for a business that may not be around in a year, as is the case with many startups. Accordingly, 

insurance policies are often far more expensive than entrepreneurs expect or can afford. This is 

assuming that they can get insurance at all – startups can spend months and sometimes more than a 

year trying to find someone to insure them at a barely affordable cost to run a trial. 

 

• Furthermore, cleantech startups often face longer sales cycles than software startups. Long sales 

cycles aren’t unique to cleantech startups. Any startup trying to sell to other businesses faces this 

problem. However, many cleantech startups need to sell to Government institutions and energy 

utilities, who make big businesses appear to be trigger happy by comparison. Selling a demonstration 

unit to such entities can take a year. Selling a decent volume of product can take a decade.  

 

• To make matters more challenging, cleantech startups sometimes also target value streams that 

can’t yet be monetised. Normally our innovation activity could wait until demands were sufficiently 

acute to prompt monetisation. However, when it comes to cleantech, doing so is likely to significantly 

slow down decarbonisation. Some examples of this dynamic in play are as follows: 

o Demand response is emerging as a valuable market. As the penetration of intermittent, 

renewable energy sources increases on the grid, there is going to be an increasing need for 

solutions to counterbalance that intermittency – solutions that can change the demand for 

electricity in response to the requirements of the grid. This need is starting to be felt already, 

but the institutional infrastructure for paying for it is still emerging. Energy market rules are 

being changed and utilities are figuring out how to best procure such services. All this takes 

time and while the market is already calling for startups to provide these services, it presently 

struggles to pay them for doing so.  

o Electric vehicles are another example of an emerging value stream. As road transport is 

electrified, whole industries will emerge to manage, coordinate and service this electrified 

infrastructure. However, it will be some time before transport is electrified enough (at least 

in Australia) for such businesses to be viable. The new technology is often desired for the first 

hundred thousand vehicles, in order to make uptake easy. However, investment in the 

technology may not pay off until a million vehicles are on the road.  

o At a more fundamental level, low-carbon technologies are creating value for society in the 

form of mitigating climate change. This benefit might eventually be able to be monetised via 

a carbon price or similar, but that day appears a long way off in markets such as Australia and 

the US.  
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Many of the factors discussed make it more expensive to start and scale a cleantech startup. Most 

obviously, it generally takes more capital to develop, test and sell a physical product or service than a 

digital one. However, less intuitively, the other factors discussed so far also lead to greater capital 

intensity. It takes more time to set up and grow startups which are developing new low-carbon 

technology and for that entire time overhead expenditure accumulates. To exacerbate the problem, that 

overhead expenditure is often higher than a software startup because of insurance and other increased 

overheads. All this adds up to a higher upfront need for capital. 

The physical nature of cleantech startups and the associated regulatory burden may also create big 

differences in the potential scale of startups. Due to the global reach of the internet, software startups 

are able to sell to anyone in the world almost instantly. Even if a startup is selling a small consumer 

gadget, they can quickly expand to other locations simply by expanding the reach of their shipping. World 

domination isn’t so easy for many cleantech startups. They may be selling a product that requires 

specialist in-person installation, maintenance and troubleshooting. Differences in local laws and 

regulations may mean that it’s not possible, or at least not profitable, to sell into other markets. The 

electricity sector, for example, varies considerably between countries, with varying levels of privatisation 

and even a large variation in how exactly sectors are privatised. Where these differences don’t limit the 

potential scale of a startup, they might still significantly slow international expansion.  

Finally, many of these factors can lead to more complex go-to-market strategies than for software 

startups. As discussed, it could take a decade to go from an initial conversation with an energy utility 

customer to deploying a solution at scale. Which begs the question, what does a startup do in the 

meantime? It’s not uncommon for a startup to develop a complementary solution that has less upside 

potential but the ability to generate more immediate cash to keep the organisation alive. In other cases, a 

startup may need to pursue another business idea in the short term to generate the capital needed to test 

its larger idea.  

At risk of oversimplifying a complex topic, all these differences could be summarised as capital 

intensity, geographic constraints and revenue delay, as illustrated by Figure 8.  

• Capital intensity – It is often more expensive to start a cleantech company than a software-based 

startup due to the need to develop, test, prototype, ship and deploy physical products and the 

requirement to pay increased overheads over an extended period of time. 

• Geographic constraints – As cleantech startups are often deploying physical products with safety 

implications they are more subject to varying local laws and regulations as well as the tyranny of 

distance that the internet has overcome in the digital sphere.   

• Revenue delay – An increased tendency to target emerging value streams and sell or partner with 

organisations that have long decision-making timelines results in cleantech startups generating 

revenue later than software startups, which can require more complex go-to-market strategies. 
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Figure 8: A summary of the challenges for cleantech startups discussed so far 

 

These issues are not unique to cleantech but are particularly acute in this sector. Indeed, various 

industries have been subject to these constraints for some time. Medtech poses similar physical risks and 

the accompanying regulatory burden, which is shared with fintech startups. Medtech startups may also 

struggle to commercialise an innovation that has health benefits that are not easily monetised in our 

health care system. Hardware startups face capital intensity issues regardless of sector. However, what is 

unique to the cleantech space is the drive for rapid innovation in technology and scaling of business 

models to decarbonise the economy combined in many cases with regulatory, physical and sales dynamics 

more akin to traditional industries. 

While we’ve focussed on challenges in this section, cleantech startups also have some inherent 

advantages. Many of the problems discussed can also be very positive commercial factors for later-stage 

businesses. For example, regulatory barriers and capital intensity once overcome become barriers to 

competition. Hardware intellectual property, which many cleantech startups develop, is generally easier 

to protect than software IP. Capital intensity may even be a benefit for investors wishing to put a lot of 

capital to work and, again, can be a barrier to competition. Unfortunately, it appears that not enough 

investors value these advantages enough at this point in history. Or perhaps, not enough investors get a 

chance to, as the companies in question often don’t get to develop to harness these advantages. 

(2) A clash between investor expectations and cleantech reality 

Due to all these differences, investors’ expectations – shaped by software startups – are often not met 

by cleantech startups. Much of the startup investing landscape was shaped by recent experiences 

investing in software startups. This is the case for many venture capital firms, angel investors, angel 

groups, crowdfunding platforms, acceleration programs and banks and other debt investors. However, 

these expectations regularly do not line up with the reality of cleantech startups. Many cleantech startups 
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do happen to fit within the current investing mould, but this is more from accident than design. These 

startups tend to also be software startups or look enough like them to suit investors. Other cleantech 

startups aren’t so lucky.   

Figure 9: Investor expectations and common cleantech startup characteristics 

 

Perhaps the biggest disconnect between investors and early-stage cleantech startups is the chicken and 

egg problem of revenue and investment. Most investors in most cases like a startup to generate revenue 

– even a tiny amount – before they will invest. This is a sensible requirement, as a startup’s ability to 

generate revenue shows that someone wants what they’re providing and that the startup is capable of 

selling. It also makes it easier to conduct due diligence as you can interview that customer to understand 

their motivations for purchasing and extrapolate those findings to estimate the market size and therefore 

the potential value of the business. For most software startups it’s possible to generate revenue before 

receiving significant investment as it doesn’t cost that much to build a basic version of the product. 

However, cleantech and other hard tech startups often can’t build a product to sell until they have 

investment, creating a difficult dilemma.  

Crowdfunding is one way to short-circuit the chicken and egg problem of investment and revenue but 

isn’t currently suitable for many cleantech startups. Whether it be for equity, product or perks, 

crowdfunding is a great way to solve the chicken and egg problem of investment and revenue. You can 

raise significant funds before you even have a product and – better yet – these campaigns can be 

structured so that your backers are also potential customers, baking in the revenue that future investors 

will want to see. But crowdfunding doesn’t work for every business. Apart from needing specific skills to 

pull it off in the first place, crowdfunding campaigns are best suited to certain types of offerings. 

Generally, if you’re making a cool consumer gadget then crowdfunding is a decent bet. Campaigns that 

people have a strong emotional connection to are also fairly likely to work. By contrast, a crowdfunding 

campaign for industrial equipment to sell to a faceless corporation is less likely to be successful.  
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Another challenge cleantech startups face is pressure from investors to quit their day jobs early on and 

focus exclusively on their business. This is obviously desirable for the investors; most want the founders 

to be 100% dedicated to growing the value of the business they all have a stake in. However, in the early 

stages of a cleantech startup, it often doesn’t make sense to go all in. Firstly, there simply may not be 

enough to do to justify a full-time commitment. You can always come up with something to do of course, 

but its value may not exceed the opportunity cost of earning a salary. In the early days of many cleantech 

startups, there are often long waiting periods for a permit to be granted, a prototype to be shipped 

internationally, data to come back from a field test, or a contract to close. If an entrepreneur were to 

work full time on the businesses during these early stages, then the overhead costs would chew through a 

lot of their already scarce capital.  

The go-to-market strategy for cleantech startups can be much more complicated than investors are 

comfortable with. As discussed, some cleantech startups need to develop complicated strategies for 

scaling their businesses because the primary opportunity they’ve identified will take many years to pull 

off, or there are a number of intermediate steps needed to be taken to do so. While this is often a 

sensible strategy, it’s one that turns off many investors as it can come across as unfocused. The resulting 

lack of investment further exacerbates the challenge of surviving until long-term strategies come to 

fruition. 

Cleantech startups often need to do more work to educate investors, and not all investors are willing to 

put in the effort to learn. Many software startups are easy for investors to understand intuitively because 

they relate to products and services that investors themselves would want to purchase. Cleantech 

startups on the other hand often aren’t quite so simple to understand. Some examples of this are 

provided in Figure 10. Some would justifiably argue that it’s the entrepreneur’s job to find a simple way to 

explain their idea. However, gaining a sufficient understanding of the upside potential of a cleantech 

startup often requires understanding complex technology and market dynamics. There are dedicated 

investors willing to put the work in to understand the value drivers for startups in complex markets like 

the energy industry of course, but this isn’t a universal trait.   
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Figure 10: Example summaries for a selection of software (left) and cleantech (right) startups 

 

Finally, many cleantech startups struggle to live up to the global expectations of investors. 

Entrepreneurs are often told by investors that they should be ‘global from day one’ or at the very least 

have a solid plan for conquering the planet. This global scale is arguably necessary for the target market to 

be large enough to create the scale necessary to generate the returns venture capitalists are looking for. 

However, it may not make sense for a cleantech startup to go global, at least at first. Due to factors 

discussed earlier, a smarter strategy might be to dominate the local market first. When they do expand, 

some startups might find it more profitable to licence their IP to an overseas company, rather than 

expanding their workforce overseas to service local customers. Investors, particularly venture capitalists, 

are rarely convinced by these arguments and often instead pass to focus on startups that will at least 

claim to have ambitious and immediate expansion plans.  

This problem appears to be particularly acute in Australia, and presumably other small countries. 

Investors often want startups to have global ambition and plan to expand to other markets. However, at 

the same time, they can struggle to believe that an Australian startup can compete on a global stage – 

how likely is it that an Australian startup will be able to compete with a better-funded US competitor on 

their home turf? This problem isn’t unique to cleantech but can be particularly acute for cleantech 

startups that exhibit the attributes discussed in this section.  

If cleantech startups manage to overcome all these hurdles, they can find themselves significantly 

diluted down to the point where investors fear they may not be properly incentivised. Investors 

generally rely on founders to be motivated at least in part by the large payoff they will receive if the 

startup exits, just like the investors themselves. Such a payoff will only be large if founders still own a 

significant proportion of the company’s shares. However, many cleantech founders have to give up more 

equity earlier on to raise the capital necessary to overcome the capital constraints already mentioned. 

This can eventually lead to them having a small enough share of their company that new investors 

question whether they would have enough skin in the game after another funding round.  
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Normal commercial seeding fails when you try to run faster than 

the market 

A further challenge for decarbonisation-focused startups and technology commercialisation is that to 

be successful, a decarbonisation transition has to run faster than the market demands. In the normal 

course of starting a young company, no one is particularly interested if no market exists for your product 

or service. Indeed, why would one start this company? Some of the practices above – particularly 

postponing investment until after revenue is generated – are designed with this traditional setting in 

mind. Revenue is proof that the solution is needed and valuable.  

However, when it comes to decarbonisation, those interested in a transition (including Governments, 

companies and investors) are generally trying to prompt structural change to come about faster than it 

might otherwise. The traditional approach to assessing early-stage ventures effectively needs problems – 

consumer or business problems – to become acute enough that consumers and businesses will pay for 

unproven new solutions before these problems can be addressed by the private sector. This pace of 

change will likely eventually drive decarbonisation but won’t drive decarbonisation at the speed that 

various institutions are looking for. 

This can result in startups and commercialisation in this space being hugely depended on policy 

development, further challenging their ability to gain funding. One of the ways that Governments try to 

overcome this issue to provide incentives or subsidies for new energy products, creating markets as they 

do so. This has been hugely effective in stimulating demand for rooftop solar, as one example. However, 

as these new markets are heavily dependent on the policies which formed them, they are a perilous 

territory for any single-play company (as young companies often are). This policy sensitivity is not 

necessarily unusual. However, in a sector which is trying to transition faster than the economy demands 

and does not have underlying demand stability, the variability introduced by policy can be and often is 

life-threatening. 

Not all cleantech startups are challenged, but those which 

specifically work on new energy technologies tend to be 

We should note that not all of these challenges impact all cleantech startups. Many cleantech startups 

are software-based and can take advantage of the institutional infrastructure established to support 

software-based startups. Furthermore, many are focused on consumer demand-driven models (such as 

user interfaces, home energy services, last-mile transport and so on), mitigating some of the issues faced 

by other cleantech startups. As such, many cleantech startups manage well enough in the existing funding 

landscape.  

However, those focused on new energy technology and other hard tech deployment often have many 

of the qualities discussed. Such startups might be developing new storage chemistries or renewable 

energy generation technology, or pioneering new business models for more established clean energy 

tech. EnergyLab has to turn away more of these startups than we would like because, although they have 
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promising innovations and ideas, are very unlikely to be funded sufficiently through the development 

stage to become successful companies.  

(3) A bad outcome for all involved 

Figure 11: Summary of the consequences of the problems discussed 

 

The above mismatches between investor expectations and reality for many cleantech startups can lead 

to suboptimal outcomes for startups, investors, and society in general. Investors can overlook good 

opportunities because their typical search and filtering processes weren’t designed to identify profitable 

cleantech investments. Startups that investors do back can be unintentionally hampered by the learned 

preferences of those same investors, limiting returns. This is relevant for the global investment push to 

decarbonisation because it also hampers the development of new businesses and technologies which will 

later provide the foundations for large-scale decarbonisation investments. 

Many potentially successful and impactful cleantech startups simply never overcome the above 

roadblocks and get off the ground. As an example, consider a startup that has invented a new and 

improved form of energy generation or storage. Early-stage investors and acceleration programs are 

unlikely to invest in such a venture without proof that the technology works at a minimal commercial 

scale, which is expensive to come by. A prototype needs to be built, which can cost hundreds of 

thousands of dollars. More may need to be spent on external validation if the investor doesn’t possess the 

capabilities to assess the technology themselves. Typically, unless someone has institutional backing or 

personal wealth they don’t progress past this stage.  

For the sake of argument, let’s pretend that this startup does. The next step is to build a version of this 

product that is good enough to sell to early adopters. An entrepreneur may be able to secure support 

from angel investors, acceleration programs and Government grants to support this stage. However, 

often the volume of funds these sources provide fall short of the mark. The entrepreneur often then gets 
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stuck in limbo until they eventually give up on the idea of entrepreneurship altogether. (Although it can 

take a decade for some of these cleantech entrepreneurs to accept defeat – they’re an especially 

tenacious lot.) 

Those that do manage to launch often do so much more slowly than necessary or desirable. Capital-

intensive startups that overcome initial hurdles have often worked to stack multiple different funding 

sources to scrounge together enough capital to get to the next stage. They might apply for an acceleration 

program and use that pre-seed funding to match against a Government grant which they then try to top 

up with early-stage angel investors and R&D tax incentives. Getting all these pieces in line at once can 

take a lot of time and energy and there is always the chance that one piece won’t come through, resulting 

in the whole house of cards coming down. All startups have to spend a huge amount of time capital 

raising of course. However, for cleantech startups, the burden is increased relative to a software startup 

than might be able to make do with only one of the investment sources mentioned above. This delay can 

result in lower annualised returns for investors, both because of the increased time required and also 

because of the increase in spending on overheads while capital is sourced. Those funds that can only 

invest at the end of the pipeline have to wait longer still, even when the need is quite immediate (not to 

mention the urgency of the climate problem). 

In an attempt to meet investor expectations, a startup might try to distort their plans in ways that 

aren’t ideal for the startup or the investor. As discussed, investors have certain expectations of startups 

that have often been shaped by software startups. These expectations may be unrealistic for cleantech 

startups to meet but they may nevertheless attempt to in order to try to secure the capital they need to 

grow. Founders may quit their day job to demonstrate their commitment to investors. They might start to 

make and execute plans to expand to overseas markets to demonstrate that they plan to go global and 

capture markets large enough for a VC to get out of bed for. Or they might pivot into another idea that is 

less capital intensive, potentially something outside the cleantech sector.  

Such distortions can lead to higher failure rate and lower impact. Founders may change their business 

model and plans to look more like the software-centric startups many investors are looking for. While 

such changes may help them secure the capital they need in the short term, they may not be optimal for 

maximising their chance of success in the medium term. In our experience, these changes also often 

result in pivots to businesses models that are likely to have less of an impact on society.  

All this adds up to a diminished pipeline for later-stage investors and the billions at their disposal. The 

above results in fewer startups getting off the ground, instead often becoming trapped in chicken and egg 

problems of capital or revenue and similar dilemmas. Those that do get off the ground take longer to 

scale than ideal due to the increased burden of capital raising and meeting mismatched investor 

expectations in an already difficult industry. And many startups pivot away from the high-impact 

pathways that later-stage investors are looking for.  
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The start of a solution 

To start to solve this problem, we propose a three-pronged approach. Despite the long list of challenges 

discussed, we don’t suggest starting from scratch. The current investment landscape is doing a lot of good 

for decarbonisation investments; it just doesn’t do as much as it could, or needs to. Amongst the low-

hanging fruit are opportunities to help cleantech startups get on the investment ladder, which sometimes 

just requires a small step-up. Investors could also be encouraged to support more cleantech startups 

without sacrificing the returns they’re held accountable for. However, there is only so much that can be 

done with the current system; new methods of investing in early-stage cleantech startups will be needed 

in addition to existing approaches if decarbonisation is to progress at an appropriate speed. 

Figure 12: A summary of the solutions suggested in this section 

 

Nudging startups closer to investor expectations 

Institutions who wish to see more successful cleantech startups can help those startups better meet the 

expectations of investors. Many cleantech startups come quite close to securing the financing they need 

to get started on their journey to scale. They might just need a little bit more funding to build a prototype. 

Or perhaps they’ve built a prototype but need some external validation of its performance to get an 

investor over the line. In these situations, institutions can have an outsized impact by helping startups 

overcome that initial barrier. Having made it onto the first rung of the investment ladder, those startups 

can then scale with the assistance of traditional investors and startup support organisations. 
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Figure 13: Bringing cleantech startups closer to investor expectations 

 

Non-equity early-stage funding without matching requirements 

Governments can help cleantech startups by waiving the requirement for match funding. There are 

some excellent Government grants available for entrepreneurs in Australia, such as the NSW Minimal 

Viable Product Grant that provides $25k to help startups (unsurprisingly) develop a minimal viable 

product. While useful, these types of grants often require at least 50:50 match funding which (if an 

entrepreneur doesn’t have personal funds or wealthy family and friends) often needs to come from 

equity investors. However, due to the chicken and egg problem already discussed, it can be very 

challenging for startups to acquire this funding in the early stages. Simply waiving this requirement could 

help a large number of startups climb another step up the investment ladder. 

To make this possible, Governments will likely need to find other ways to conduct due diligence on 

startups. Requiring match funding is very sensible as it effectively outsources the due diligence to private 

investors. If someone else is willing to put money into a startup then it’s likely that person has done their 

due diligence to make sure there is a decent chance of that startup being successful. They’re also likely to 

keep an eye on the startup to make sure their money is spent effectively. This is also what the 

Government wants. But if Government is to support cleantech startups by doing away with match funding 

then it will need to find another way to conduct due diligence. This may require allocating internal 

resources or partnering with other organisations. Not-for-profit organisations that work with startups 

may be willing to provide this service, as might investors who are foresighted enough to see the need to 

develop the pipeline.  

Foundations and family offices can support the pipeline by donating to or investing in early-stage 

cleantech startups. Donating to a private enterprise may be unpalatable for many donors. However, 

doing so may provide great social and environmental benefit by leveraging the private sector funds that 

will typically flow in at later stages. If donating money isn’t possible then foundations may choose to 
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invest in these startups when more traditional investors are hesitant to e.g. in the pre-MVP and pre-

revenue stages. 

In-kind research, development and deployment support  

Public research institutions can help mitigate the need for capital in the early stages by providing in-

kind support. Universities and other research institutions like CSIRO already play a critical role in 

developing new technologies. However, this support is largely only available for people employed by or 

studying at these institutions. Independent inventors and startups refining or modifying technology don’t 

have the same privilege. These independent actors can pay universities for access in some cases, but the 

fees are often out of their reach. Were this to change, universities may be able to catalyse faster new 

energy development. By providing access to laboratory space for testing and material supplies for building 

prototypes, research institutions could dramatically reduce the upfront investment required for cleantech 

startups. 

Technology validation vouchers are an example of how universities and other research institutions can 

provide in-kind support. Under such a scheme, an institution might allocate a certain value of staff time 

and resources to helping businesses validate their technology in a controlled environment. A university 

may fund such an initiative internally or seek Government support to offset the costs. The institution or a 

third party would then allocate these vouchers to applicants through a competitive selection process. The 

successful applicants could spend these vouchers in the appropriate university department or research 

institute division. If all goes well, the entrepreneur will then have a recognised institution backing up their 

claims, which can help them secure customers and investors.  

This approach can be found more commonly in Europe, such as the European Union funded Validation 

Voucher scheme that “provides in-kind and/or financial support to SME in the food, water, energy or KET-

sector to get technology validated to strengthen their pitch and to convince the prospective users of the 

technology”.18 An Australian initiative could build on the success of such programs rather than starting 

from scratch. 

Making the most of the current investment landscape 

Although they are often framed as being mutually exclusive, improvements to both impact and 

profitability may be possible with small tweaks. Very few investors have the luxury of pursuing impact as 

a primary motive, and we do not mean to suggest here that they should. However, we do believe there 

are a number of changes investors interested in the space can implement to improve outcomes, without 

compromising their focus on returns. 

  

 
18 VIDA 2019 Validation Voucher 

https://vidaproject.eu/vida-voucher-scheme/validation-voucher-vv/
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Figure 14: Bringing investors closer to cleantech startup reality 

 

Leading rounds in overlooked startups 

One of the ways that investors make decisions is to use benchmarks – improving these benchmarks 

may be one way into the problem. For example, a pre-revenue company is generally valued within a 

finite range and a potential market generally needs to be at least a certain size for a decent return to be 

possible. The exact numbers used depends on the investors, but most investors base at least their initial 

decisions, at least partly, on such benchmarks, especially in the screening stages. These benchmarks have 

been honed from many years of investing in software startups and for many investments are a sensible 

tool. However, given how different cleantech startups are from the startups these benchmarks were 

developed from, it’s possible that investors are prematurely discounting good investments. Simply 

developing more tailored screening and evaluation metrics for cleantech startups could uncover these 

overlooked investments, and there is little an investor likes more than finding a profitable investment 

shunned by their peers. 

If an investor believes they have uncovered a good cleantech investment overlooked by others, it may 

be necessary for them to lead the round. Many investors prefer to only ‘follow-on’ i.e. let someone else 

take the lead, conduct the due diligence and negotiate terms. However, for reasons already discussed 

such as the chicken and egg problem, there may not be another interested investor to follow. This can 

result in startups having plenty of interested investors, but no way to unlock those funds because no-one 

is willing to lead. It doesn’t take many proactive investors to break this deadlock. While the lead investor 

typically does have to do more work, they also have a more powerful negotiating position. This is a role 

that the Clean Energy Finance Corporation plays for later-stage investments – being the first institution to 

commit to investing in a business or project which then results in private investors also committing. 

Sometimes the CEFC is so successful in this role that it is able to withdraw funding because there is now 

enough private capital to complete the round, the ideal method of catalysing private capital. Whether one 
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public institution or several private investors, the early stage of the pipeline could benefit from an 

equivalent lead player.  

Investing earlier in the pipeline 

VCs could get involved earlier. Most VCs prefer to invest in multi-million-dollar rounds and upwards, and 

even early-stage VCs don’t like to make investments much below $500,000. This makes sense due to the 

higher due diligence burden of investing in smaller rounds for each dollar invested. However, if VCs get 

involved in younger startups, there may be more of those later-stage startups to invest in. By building a 

relationship earlier, investors can also build rapport and the ability to follow on in later rounds, a 

proprietary deal flow that their competitors won’t have as much access to. Of course, this isn’t an easy or 

cheap strategy, hence the small proportion of funds deploying it, but VCs particularly interested in 

cleantech may wish to reconsider its benefits. 

It may be easier for VCs to invest earlier with some innovation in the due diligence of early-stage 

cleantech startups. Investing in early-stage startups is difficult because there is little data to make the 

decision on, the failure rate is high, and the work required is similar for a larger investment with fewer of 

these problems. Nonetheless, if early-stage startups are to get to the point where they can raise larger 

amounts, more investors are needed to finance these companies. This may be easier if funds find more 

efficient ways to conduct due diligence on these early-stage companies. This may involve partnering with 

other organisations, crowdsourcing, or developing machine learning tools, to list a few examples.  

Angel investors wishing to have an impact on the space may wish to consider investing pre-revenue. As 

discussed, most angel investors prefer to invest in startups once they have revenue, or at least have real 

commitments from customers, which simply isn’t possible for some cleantech startups. Angel investors 

and angel investment groups can have an outsized impact on the sector by being more willing to back pre-

revenue startups more often, helping those entrepreneurs gain the traction they need to attract later-

stage investors.  

Investing more at the pre-seed stage 

Finally, Acceleration Programs (which are also investors) could provide more and more flexible 

investment amounts. Acceleration Programs are one of the few types of investors that commonly invest 

in startups before they’re generating revenue. However, investment from acceleration programs is often 

quite limited, ranging from about $20,000 to $150,000 in Australia with a median of around $50,000. This 

magnitude of funding, too, is inherited from accelerators serving software-based startups. Acceleration 

programs with enough financial backing to offer larger investment amounts are not generally known to 

accept many cleantech startups, or at least nowhere near as many as are needed to create a sufficiently 

sizable decarbonisation investment pipeline and prompt a rapid transition. 

Bringing new investment strategies to the table 

There is only so much that can be done with the status quo. We can collectively attempt to make new 

cleantech startups look more like software startups so that investors will be more likely to back them. We 

can also help investors understand the unique nature of cleantech startups and encourage them to back 
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cleantech startups more often. But ultimately, these efforts may be trying to fit a square peg in a round 

hole. We also need to find more tailored solutions to the problem.  

Aggregating small, high-risk investments into larger, moderate-risk investments 

Aggregation is one way to reduce the risk of early-stage investments while creating larger-scale 

investment opportunities. This is not a new solution; it’s essentially the service VC funds provide to 

institutional investors. However, few attempts have been made to aggregate cleantech startups in 

Australia and it appears to become more difficult the earlier in the pipeline one aggregates. Therefore, 

new approaches to aggregation for cleantech may need to be developed, and potentially expanded 

beyond equity and into debt products. 

Setting up funds with different return profiles 

Some cleantech startups may be better served with funds targeting different return profiles than those 

that typically invest in startups. The cash flow of a cleantech startup over its life can be very different 

from that of a software startup. For example, an entrepreneur may require significant capital to develop 

an organic waste recycling technology and sell their first unit. However, from that point on they may be 

able to profitably sell further units and grow from those earnings rather than equity capital, reducing the 

dilution of early investors. Many cleantech startups have little chance of being unicorns but they also have 

a lower chance of being a complete write-off due to a more common ability to become cashflow positive 

earlier on. As discussed, many of the barriers to setting up a cleantech startup are also barriers to 

competition, helping to protect those profits. These startups may eventually reach a natural scale and 

start paying dividends. Others may be acquired earlier on – perhaps for lower multiples than VCs are 

looking for, but nonetheless with healthy ROIs for early-stage investors. What all this adds up to are 

return profiles very different from what a typical VC is looking for. However, such a risk-return profile and 

investment timeline may be very attractive for other investors if packaged in the right way. 

New types of debt financing may need to be created to cater to earlier stage companies. Typically, 

banks don’t like to invest in anything without proven cash flows due to the high risk. However, debt 

finance can be quite appropriate for some cleantech startups, particularly if they’re using that debt to 

purchase an asset that doesn’t depreciate too quickly and can generate ongoing revenue. Debt products 

evidently carry a risk for the entrepreneur, but that risk may be worth it for the benefits, which include 

less dilution and maintained control. Governments could help unlock debt funding for such startups by 

providing guarantees for private-sector loans. 

Leveraging emerging sources of capital 

New crowdfunding approaches may help cleantech startups in the early stages. As already discussed, 

crowdfunding is a way for startups to overcome the chicken-and-egg problem of investment and revenue 

but isn’t suitable for many cleantech startups. New platforms could be set up to overcome this barrier and 

attract investors willing to back startups supporting decarbonisation. One example of what this new form 

of crowdfunding might look like is AgCrowd, an “equity crowdfunding model [that] enables you to own 

shares in exciting companies that are transforming agriculture and energy”.19 

 
19 AgCrowd 2019 Home Page 

https://www.agcrowd.com.au/
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Figure 15: Bringing new sources of capital to the table 
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Where to from here? 

In this paper, we have tried to address what we perceive as a disconnect between the vast volumes of 

climate capital being marshalled around the world and the early-stage innovation needed to establish 

and support economy-scale solutions. Typically, conversations about these topics occur in very different 

forums with few opportunities to coordinate and join the dots. In these pages, we have hopefully clarified 

for the reader the important linkages between early-stage innovation support and broader climate 

finance. 

We hope this discussion paper will help catalyse more collaboration to strengthen the entire 

decarbonisation pipeline. This paper is a relatively brief summary of the issue and furthermore only 

represents our perspective on the situation. Such a broad-sweeping and complex topic calls for a diverse 

set of inputs, and for coordination across a wide range of industry participants. With this discussion paper 

we hope to help strengthen not just discussion around the issue, but coordinated action to accelerate the 

uptake of low-carbon solutions.  

 


